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Tiered Wall Displays

3-Step Plant Hanger Plus™ System

This is the most effective hanging 
basket system you’ll find.  Engineered 
with real-world retailing in mind, 
the eight-foot version lets you hang 
up to 27 baskets with confidence.  
Permanent integration with a three-
step wall display maximizes versatility 
and function.  Order today and 
this just might be the last outdoor 
merchandiser you’ll ever buy!

Mobile 3-Step Plant Hanger Plus™ System

Add our caster bars to your Plant Hanger 
Plus™ system and your display is on the go. 
Create stunning runs of livegoods against 
interior or exterior walls that move and reset 
at your whim. This is the perfect solution 
for cross merchandising flats with hanging 
basket planters in the spring. Built strong and 
built to last, when placed in a high-visibility 
area these displays will draw throngs of 
customers from the street to your door. 

Classic 3-Step Wall Display

Dump that block and board and step 
up to the clean, fresh professional look 
of the original Benchmaster Three-step 
Wall Display. Tiered display space 
helps maximize your selling real estate 
without breaking your budget. Plus, 
the snap-together design will save 
you time and money. This fixture was 
designed to put the spotlight on your 
merchandise. 

SM963604
96”L x 28”W x 36”H 

SM663604
66”L x 28”W x 36”H

SM363604
36”L x 28”W x 36”H

SM963603W
96”L x 39”W x 36”H

SM663603W
66”L x 39”W x 36”H

SM363603W
36”L x 39”W x 36”H

2-Step Wall Display

When height restrictions have got you 
down, choose the 24”- high two-step 
wall unit. This is a perfect match for 
merchandising taller perennials or for 
use in slat-wall areas. Display shelves 
are 16”- wide by one of three specified 
lengths.

SM962402W
96”L x 28”W x 24”H 

SM662402W
66”L x 28”W x 24”H

SM362402W
36”L x 28”W x 24”H

SC967203W
96”L x 39”W x 93”H 

SC667203W
66”L x 39”W x 93”H

SC367203W
36”L x 39”W x 93”H

All-Plastic Fixtures ...

4-Step Narrow Wall Display

This space-conscious display takes 
narrow sidewalks out of the outdoor 
merchandising equation. With a 
front-to-back depth of just 28 inches, 
you can turn virtually any storefront 
into a livegoods retail haven while 
maintaining a professional overall 
appearance.
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2-Step Endcap/Wall Display

Our latest step system has two display 
panels that are 24 inches deep and 
48 inches long.  Since the panels 
overlap, customers can effortlessly 
reach product displayed on the upper 
shelf while you take advantage of 16 
square feet of selling space!  Plus, 
with an upper-shelf base height of just 
24 inches, you can squeeze a few of 
these guys anywhere, indoors or out!

BM482402W
48”L x 44”W x 24”H

SM967203W
96”L x 39”W x 86”H 

SM667203W
66”L x 39”W x 86”H

SM367203W
36”L x 39”W x 86”H

Retrofit options 
available!

Caster Bar

Mobile DisplaysStandard Displays



Multi-Level Displays
3-Level Pyramid

Versatility and modular components 
are what it’s all about with this 
configuration. Legs lock in place 
directly to the panel surfaces using a 
series of collars that can be moved 
and adjusted as your needs change. 
Shipped complete and ready to 
assemble, this display provides more 
than 80 square feet of merchandising 
space.

3-Level

Stack it up, keep it clean, sell it all! 
Stacking panels using our unique 
collar system gives you unlimited 
range of versatility. The three-level 
system is perfect for packing out with 
smaller potted plants and affiliated 
products as well as flats of seasonal 
bedding plants. 

2-Level

This is the plant-friendly display that 
can do virtually anything. At 36 inches 
high, the tops are positioned perfectly 
for larger, bulky merchandise such as 
larger potted plants and small trees. 
Or, use them as a low-level seasonal 
theme display that your customers can 
look over but can’t overlook.

BM964805M3      
96”L x 72”W x 48”H 

BM664805M3
66”L x 72”W x 48”H

BM964803S
96”L x 24”W x 48”H

BM664803S
66”L x 24”W x 48”H

BM364803S
36”L x 24”W x 48”H

BM363602S
36”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM963602S
96”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM663602S
66”L x 24”W x 36”H
BM663602S3
66”L x 36”W x 36”H
BM663602M3
66”L x 36”W x 36”H

BM963602S3
96”L x 36”W x 36”H
BM963602M3
96”L x 36”W x 36”H 

For Growing & Retailing

Single-Level Displays

Solid-Top Single-Level Displays

The solid-top versions of our original 
bench systems meet a more diverse 
merchandising need. Use them instead 
of grid-top for cross merchandising 
to maintain a consistent look and 
feel in your garden center. They also 
make ideal utility tables in growing 
environments.

BMS361801S
36”L x 24”W x 18”H

BMS961801S
96”L x 24”W x 18”H

BMS661801S
66”L x 24”W x 18”H
BMS661801S3
66”L x 36”W x 18”H 

BMS961801S3
96”L x 36”W x 18”H 

SM361801S
36”L x 16”W x 18”H
BM361801S
36”L x 24”W x 18”H

BM661801S
66”L x 24”W x 18”H
BM661801S3
66”L x 36”W x 18”H

SM661801S
66”L x 16”W x 18”H

BM961801S
96”L x 24”W x 18”H
BM961801S3
96”L x 36”W x 18”H

SM961801S
96”L x 16”W x 18”H
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Grid-Top Single-Level Displays

Growers from Australia to Alaska 
have discovered the plant-friendly 
nature of plastic benching systems. 
There are no metal parts to rust, no 
wooden parts to rot, and no place for 
insects to burrow or fungus to find 
a home. Molded with the strongest 
commercially available UV resistance, 
these benches will serve your needs 
for years to come.

BM361801S3
36”L x 36”W x 18”H

BMS361801S3
36”L x 36”W x 18”H

BM483602S
48”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM484803S
48”L x 24”W x 48”H

BM364805M3
36”L x 72”W x 48”H

BMS481801S
48”L x 24”W x 18”H

BM481801S
48”L x 24”W x 18”H

BM363602M3    
36”L x 36”W x 36”H



HUGE 36”-WIDE 
UPPER SHELF

Pyramids

5-Step Wide Pyramid

This pyramid has a massive 36-inch-
wide top shelf that can handle your 
biggest merchandising challenges. 
Designed to sell flats of bedding 
annuals, you’ll also find it amazingly 
useful for cross promoting general 
merchandise such as fertilizer 
spreaders, peat moss, or even a lawn 
mower or two.

3-Step Pyramid

This pyramid’s lower 24-inch profile fits 
nicely in selling environments where 
sight lines are key. Add a couple of our 
half-round end-caps and you’ll soon 
understand how we’ve earned our 
reputation for effective merchandising.

SM967205P
96”L x 63”W x 86”H

SM667205P
66”L x 63”W x 86”H

SM367205P
36”L x 63”W x 86”H

All-Plastic Fixtures ...

5-Step Pyramid

Our Pyramid Systems will help you 
build the perfect aisle environment for 
your live goods. Run sections down 
each aisle of your garden center just 
like you might use gondolas or pallet 
racking. At a height of just 36 inches 
and a reach to center of a mere 30 
inches, these pyramids are built with 
ergonomic shopping in mind.

5-Step Plant Hanger Plus™ Pyramid

Our Plant Hanger Plus™ Pyramid 
display produces a magnificent island 
of livegoods that no customer can 
resist.  Capitalize on high-traffic areas 
of your retail space by placing your 
fastest moving products on this display 
and your biggest hanging basket 
challenge will become keeping enough 
in stock!
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3-Step Mid-Top Pyramid

The newest addition to our pyramid 
lineup provides an unbelievable 
24 square feet of retail space with 
additional room for backstock 
underneath.  24-inch-wide side 
shelving panels overlap so your 
customers will be able to easily reach 
the merchandise in the center of your 
display.

BM482403P
48”L x 66”W x 24”H

SM962403P
96”L x 51”W x 24”H

SM662403P
66”L x 51”W x 24”H

SM362403P
36”L x 51”W x 24”H

SM963605P
96”L x 63”W x 36”H

SM663605P
66”L x 63”W x 36”H

SM363605P
36”L x 63”W x 36”H

SM963605P3
96”L x 81”W x 36”H

SM663605P3
66”L x 81”W x 36”H

SM363605P3
36”L x 81”W x 36”H

SM962403P3
96”L x 59”W x 24”H

SM662403P3
66”L x 59”W x 24”H

SM362403P3
36”L x 59”W x 24”H

3-Step Wide Pyramid

When it comes to merchandising flats, 
it doesn’t get much better than this! As 
with all of our displays, this pyramid 
is perfectly suited to your complex 
merchandising needs. This display’s 
36-inch wide top will let you show 
off fields of flats and water them too 
without worry of rust, rot or corrosion.

HUGE 36”-WIDE 
UPPER SHELF



Wave

Create a livegoods display that’s equal 
parts fun and function. Alternating 
shelves break up straight lines to slow 
down shoppers’ eyes and help you 
move more product.  This focal-point 
fits on virtually any floor plan.

SM963607PW
120”L x 36”W x 36”H

Pyramid Island

Designed for maximizing the versatility 
of your display investment, this 
display combines three independent 
components. When you’re ready to 
change things up, move one or both of 
the endcaps to any part of your garden 
center and leave the pyramid intact. 
Resets don’t get any easier.

Hexagon

The Stepmaster Hexagon turns 
wasted space into a shop-around 
oasis of merchandise. Poles not 
your problem? With nine 16” by 36” 
selling levels, this display is equally 
impressive as a stand-alone.

SM843609X
84”L x 84”W x 36”H

SM963609OP
96”L x 63”W x 36”H

SM923609PI
92”L x 63”W x 36”H

BR363604S
36”L x 36”W x 36”H

Triangle

Add a stylish flair to your garden center 
and capitalize on those annoying 
support posts at the same time. The 
Triangle will catch your customers’ 
eyes and draw attention to smaller live 
goods and accessories. Build it around 
support poles or columns of up to 9” x 
9” and you’ll turn those impediments 
into points of interest.

SM577211T
57”L x 57”W x 72”H

Create Beautiful Focal Points

Focal Point Displays

Spiral

Architects put spiral staircases in their 
designs as a tool of efficiency and 
a means to add beauty and grace. 
Now you can do the same with your 
live-goods merchandising. The Spiral 
consists of four half-moon 36” panels 
arranged in steps leading products 
from the floor to your customers’ 
hands. Use Spirals whenever you can 
make an impulse sale: endcaps, mid-
aisle displays and POS centers of your 
retail space. 
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Endcaps

All-Plastic Fixtures ...

SM362402W
36”L x 28”W x 24”H

2-Tiered Wall Endcaps

SM662402W
66”L x 28”W x 24”H

SM363603W
36”L x 39”W x 36”H

SM663603W
66”L x 39”W x 36”H

3-Tiered Wall Endcaps

BR601201E
60”L x 30”W x 12”H

Single Round Endcaps

BR481201E
48”L x 24”W x 12”H

2-Tiered Round Endcaps

SM963602SC
96”L x 16”W x 36”H

SM663602SC
66”L x 16”W x 36”H

SM363602SC
36”L x 16”W x 36”H

BM963602SC
96”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM663602SC
66”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM363602SC
36”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM963602S3C
96”L x 36”W x 36”H

BM663602S3C
66”L x 36”W x 36”H

Aisle Merchandiser

Half Round Endcaps

Our round endcaps provide a finishing 
curve that draws your customers’ eyes 
to the products on display and entices 
traffic to flow down the next main aisle. 
We build models designed to match 
up perfectly with each of our Pyramid 
Displays. To be sure you pick the right 
one, just call one of our professional 
fixture consultants for immediate and 
helpful assistance.

Solid-Top Aisle Merchandiser

Our original Aisle Merchandisers just 
took a turn for the better! Our most 
popular sizes are now available with 
solid-top panels for situations where 
grid is undesirable. Smooth solid 
surfaces are boxed-goods friendly and 
will never splinter, rot or corrode. They 
also make perfect temporary checkout 
wrap stands for seasonal retailing.

Grid-Top Aisle Merchandiser

Our Aisle Merchandiser with the 
original grid-top panels has more 
uses than you can imagine. Top and 
bottom panels are locked together to 
form a sturdy, multi-functional system. 
Store bulk or bagged goods below 
with virtually limitless capacity while 
supporting cross merchandise is 
presented above. Overall height can 
be modified to meet your exacting 
specifications!

Tiered Wall Endcaps

You wouldn’t think to leave endcaps out of your interior store design, so why would you in your garden center? Our 
square endcaps will coax your customers to pick up special-buy merchandise as they stroll between and around 
your main aisles. They provide the finishing look you need to project a clean, fresh, and professional image.
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BMS963602SC
96”L x 24”W x 36”H

BMS663602SC
66”L x 24”W x 36”H

BMS363602SC
36”L x 24”W x 36”H

BMS963602S3C
96”L x 36”W x 36”H

BMS663602S3C
66”L x 36”W x 36”H

BM363602S3C
36”L x 36”W x 36”H

BMS363602S3C
36”L x 36”W x 36”H

BR603602E
60”L x 30”W x 36”H

BR483602E
48”L x 24”W x 36”H

BR602402E
60”L x 30”W x 24”H

BR482402E
48”L x 24”W x 24”H

48” 2-Step Endcap

Livegoods merchandising is a tricky business.  Bringing 
that business indoors creates a whole new list of problems.  
Spillover from watering plants on top of laminated particle 
board fixtures just creates an unsightly mess and ruins your 
expensive endcaps.  Our new 48-inch-wide endcap will save 
time and money while creating a beautiful focal point for 
anything from plants to potting soil.

BM482402W
48”L x 44”W x 24”H

BMS483602SC
48”L x 24”W x 36”H

BM483602SC
48”L x 24”W x 36”H



4-Step Narrow Wall Carts

Narrow sidewalks and entryways 
will never be a problem with these 
versatile carts.  With a front-to-back 
dimension of only 28 inches, they will 
easily fit through doorways and out 
to your point-of-sale area.  When the 
sale is over and it is time to bring the 
flowers in, simply wheel them right 
back to your indoor display area.

Spot Bulk Carts

Don’t let bulk displays or trouble 
with bagged-goods merchandising 
push you around. Push them around 
instead with these super-strong mobile 
display platforms. Now you can get 
massive merchandising and mobility, 
all in one. No pallet jack necessary!

BCS960901CB
96”L x 24”W x 9”H

BCS660901CB
66”L x 24”W x 9”H

BCS360901CB
36”L x 24”W x 9”H

BCS960901CB3
96”L x 36”W x 9”H

BCS660901CB3
66”L x 36”W x 9”H

BCS480901CB
48”L x 36”W x 9”H

Carts

SC963605P
96”L x 63”W x 43”H

SC663605P
66”L x 63”W x 43”H

SC363605P
36”L x 63”W x 43”H

SC962403P
96”L x 51”W x 31”H

SC662403P
66”L x 51”W x 31”H

SC362403P
36”L x 51”W x 31”H

Round Carts

Providing your customers with a 
360-degree shopping experience 
has never been more simple. The 
selling power of our Tiered Round 
Displays only gets better when you 
can move them anywhere you see 
fit. Unpredictable seasonal customer 
traffic patterns are no match for a 
fixture that can shift when they do.

BC605003TP
60”Dia x 86”H 

BC485003TP
48”Dia x 86”H 

SC963604
96”L x 28”W x 43”H

SC663604
66”L x 28”W x 43”H

SC363604
36”L x 28”W x 43”H

Create Visual Impact

3-Step Pyramid Carts

For more narrow aisles and 
environments where keeping open 
sight lines is critical, our Three-step 
Pyramid Cart will keep your sales 
rolling. This mobile version of our 
Three-step Pyramid is ideal for special 
promotions and temporary point-of-
purchase displays.

5-Step Pyramid Carts

Put your entire livegoods aisle on 
wheels and increase the efficiency and 
speed of changes to your plan-o-gram, 
merchandise resets and floor cleaning. 
We’ve taken the same great five-step 
pyramid that has helped change the 
live-goods retailing world and added 
the function of mobility. 

SC962402W
96”L x 28”W x 31”H

SC662402W
66”L x 28”W x 31”H

SC362402W
36”L x 28”W x 31”H

2-Step Wall Carts

Move our 2-Step Wall Cart inside, 
outside and back again.  Placed as an 
endcap, back-to-back in a midway or 
in runs as far as the eye can see, this 
cart gets the job done when dynamic 
merchandising is your goal.  Both 
display shelves are 16” wide by one of 
three linear dimensions.
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All-Plastic Fixtures ...

Aisle Merchandiser Carts

Tiered Stacked Carts

This is one of the most unique display 
carts you’re likely to see. Choose 
from grid-surface or solid-top panels 
in one of three configurations. A tiered 
top panel gives you even more room 
below to pile on bulk merchandise. 
A powder-coated steel-reinforced 
chassis provides for amazing 
capacities on both shelves. 

BC96372S3CT
96”L x 36”W x 37”H

BC66372S3CT
66”L x 36”W x 37”H

Grid-top Panel Carts

BCS96372S3CT
96”L x 36”W x 37”H

BCS66372S3CT
66”L x 36”W x 37”H

Solid-top Panel Carts

BC96372SC
96”L x 24”W x 37”H

BC66372SC
66”L x 24”W x 37”H

BC36372SC
36”L x 24”W x 37”H

BC96372S3C
96”L x 36”W x 37”H

BC66372S3C
66”L x 36”W x 37”H

Grid-top Panel Carts

BCS96372SC
96”L x 24”W x 37”H

BCS66372SC
66”L x 24”W x 37”H

BCS36372SC
36”L x 24”W x 37”H

BCS96372S3C
96”L x 36”W x 37”H

BCS66372S3C
66”L x 36”W x 37”H

Solid-top Panel Carts

Multi-Level Stacked Carts

Put your products on the move with 
our basic two-level cart system and 
you’ll be amazed at how important it 
will become to your daily operation 
-- be it retail, growing or both. Most 
needs are met with one of our three 
standard sizes, plus this cart can be 
easily customized at our factory to 
meet virtually any specification.

Interior Corner Display

Stop wasting those corners in your 
garden center! Step up to this 
merchandising challenge by adding 
any of our interior corner solutions. 
Corner displays create a comfortable 
place for customers to linger and 
shop without overwhelming them with 
endless sight lines of products.

Corner Displays

BR303602QB
30”L x 30”W x 36”H

BR303603Q
30”L x 30”W x 36”H

BR302402Q
30”L x 30”W x 24”H

SM663604C
82”L x 66”W x 36”H

SM662404C
82”L x 66”W x 24”H

SM964507OC
67”L x 65”W x 45”H

BR602402Q
60”Dia x 24”H

BR482402Q
48”Dia x 24”H

BR603603Q
60”Dia x 36”HSM403605C

68”L x 68”W x 36”H

Exterior Corner Display

When outdoor merchandising is your 
game, sooner or later you’re going to 
encounter the edge of your building. 
Our exterior corner solutions show off 
your product with flair and invite your 
guests to see what’s around the bend.

BTC363724
36”L x 24”W x 37”H
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BCS48372SC
48”L x 24”W x 37”H

BC48372SC
48”L x 24”W x 37”H

BC36372S3CT
36”L x 36”W x 37”H

BCS36372S3CT
36”L x 36”W x 37”H

BTC663724CB
66”L x 24”W x 37”H

Long-Stock Display Carts

NEW!



4-Tiered Round

When it comes to impressing 
customers, sometimes size makes all 
the difference. When you’re ready to 
build a display with impact, order our 
Four-tiered Round display. Four round 
selling levels will produce a tree of 
merchandise that’s hard to ignore.

3-Tiered Round

Our basic 3-tiered Round display is 
also available in two sizes, based on 
your needs. Both provide 360-degree 
merchandising options and are ideal 
for fast-moving seasonal livegoods like 
Easter lilies, poinsettias and potted 
bulb plants.

BR607304T
60”Dia x 73”H

BR601201T
60”Dia x 12”H

BR481201T
48”Dia x 12”H

Single-Level Round

Put your merchandise on stage with 
our Single-level Round bench display 
and your customers will give you a 
standing ovation. Use these displays 
to add a unique flair or simply as 
overflow real estate for hot-selling 
items on sale elsewhere in your 
garden center. 

Maximize Your Selling Space

Rounds

3-Tiered Round with Plant Hanger

Pick either size of our Complete 3-tiered 
Round display with Plant Hanger and 
you’ll impress your customers with a 
virtual tree of merchandise. Place this 
360-degree shopping station at the 
intersection of traffic patterns and invite 
them to encounter your best-selling 
items.

BR604503TP
60”Dia x 81”H

BR484503TP
48”Dia x 81”H

2-Tiered Round

All four of our 2-tiered Round displays 
help provide a comfortable, boutique 
feel, no matter how large the selling 
space. Sprinkle them directly in 
customer traffic patterns, or move 
them to checkout areas of your space 
and watch your sales soar.

BR602402T
60”Dia x 24”H

BR482402T
48”Dia x 24”H

BR603602TR
60”Dia x 36”H

BR483602TR
48”Dia x 36”H

BR604503T
60”Dia x 45”H

BR484503T
48”Dia x 45”H
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All-Plastic Fixtures ...

Ground-Level Platforms

We offer the most versatile garden 
center platforms in the world. Choose 
from a wide variety of sizes and height 
considerations to get products off the 
floor without using hazardous and 
hideous wooden pallets. This is the 
ideal solution for narrow bulk displays.

Raised Platforms

Solid-top Platforms add capacity and 
versatility to our standard platform 
displays. These platforms protect 
your merchandise and provide a 
consistent smooth surface that’s 
sometimes desirable for heavy boxed 
merchandise.

Platform Displays

BM360324
36”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BM960336
96”L x 36”W x 2 5/8”H

BM660336
66”L x 36”W x 2 5/8”H

SM960316
96”L x 16”W x 2 5/8”H

SM660316
66”L x 16”W x 2 5/8”H

SM360316
36”L x 16”W x 2 5/8”H

BM960324
96”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BM660324
66”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

Grid-top Panel

BMS960324
96”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BMS660324
66”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BMS360324
36”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BMS960336
96”L x 36”W x 2 5/8”H

BMS660336
66”L x 36”W x 2 5/8”H

Solid-top Panel

BP1960924
96”L x 24”W x 9”H

BP1660924
66”L x 24”W x 9”H

BP1360924
36”L x 24”W x 9”H

BP1960936
96”L x 36”W x 9”H

BP1660936
66”L x 36”W x 9”H

Grid-top Panel

BPSR96092402
96”L x 24”W x 9”H

BPSR66092402
66”L x 24”W x 9”H

BPSR36092402
36”L x 24”W x 9”H

BPSR96093602
96”L x 36”W x 9”H

BPSR66093602
66”L x 36”W x 9”H

Solid-top Panel

800-663-2803 ext 213 www.rtsretail.ca
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Stock-Block Displays

BM360336
36”L x 36”W x 2 5/8”H

BMS360336
36”L x 36”W x 2 5/8”H

BP1360936
36”L x 36”W x 9”H

BPSR36093602
36”L x 36”W x 9”H

BM480324
48”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BMS480324
48”L x 24”W x 2 5/8”H

BSB240612
24”L x 12”W x 6”H

Stock-Block™

Introducing the Stock-Block™ 
Merchandising system. Each 24-inch 
by 12-inch, by six-inch-tall all-plastic 
building block can be stacked, 
staggered, or set in any configuration 
you can dream up. Use just one block 
for in-aisle featured items, use many to 
create tiered endcap displays, or build 
a massive platform for the power aisle.  
It’s time to get creative.

Horizontal
ConnectorsS

TA
C

K
 V

E
R

T
IC

A
LL

Y

CONNECT HORIZONTALLY



Merchandising Ideas that Work
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Octagon Displays

SM964514O
102”L x 102”W x 45”H

Octagon
SM964514OC
102”L x 102”W x 86”H

Octagon with Canopy
SM964514OK1
102”L x 102”W x 94”H

Octagon Kiosk

Octagons

Our Octagon display will blow you away with a total of 13 separate 16” x 36” selling levels surrounding a central octagonal footprint. This creates the 
ultimate cross-merchandising centerpiece for your retail garden center. The optional overhead canopy or kiosk-style mini shade structure creates an 
island of merchandise that customers can’t resist!

Accessory Items

BS110724
Sign Kit

Sign Kit

Our Sign Kit comes with everything 
you need to add signage to your 
displays. Just clip Sign Kits to any 
legs on the display, insert your own 
7” x 11” graphic and, voila! You’ve 
got a custom signage solution. 

BMCOLLARIN
Collar

Collar

Use collars to stack single-level 
tables in unlimited configurations!  
Collars fit snugly in place on our grid 
surfaces to hold the legs of an upper 
panel tight, creating a single, rigid 
display. BHR368101 

Round Plant Hanger

Round Plant Hanger

SM964510OW
102”L x 66”W x 45”H

Wall Octagon

Waterbed Displays
Waterbed™ 

Introducing the Waterbed™ self-watering Plant display system. Why waste water and risk damaging plants 
by trying to guess how much water they need and when?  Just fill the Waterbed™  self-watering plant 
displaysystem and let science do the rest! Finally there’s a low-cost alternative to those insanely expensive 
automated watering systems!  The Waterbed™ patent pending reservoir and pressure-activated capillary 
mat system allows plants to wick water from underneath as they need it.  Just fill the reservoir, arrange the 
plants as you see fit, and then let the Waterbed™ do the rest! 

WB4824
48”L x 24”W x 2”H

Waterbed™



HAND SKETCH 2-D DRAWING & 3-D DRAWING
Step 1: Send us Step 2: We will send you

Try our FREE CAD design service

Visualize your design
          before you invest!

CAD & Layout Design

Create 3-D
floor plans

Maximize selling
space

Watch
your profits

SOAR

RTS Retail
PH: 800-663-2803 ext 213
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